
Module G
Unit 1 
Lesson 1
Exploration 3
Interpreting 
Tornado Data

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Bip1BP7SxZo


Tornadoes
● rapidly spinning column of air 

extending from a storm cloud to 
the ground. 

● Most common in spring and 
summer

● Severe thunderstorms can bring 
heavy rain, hail, high winds—and 
tornadoes. 

● Tornadoes can develop when 
rotating thunderstorms, called 
supercells, not all supercells form 
tornadoes. 



Tornadoes
● A combination of factors must be present for a tornado to 

form. 
○ warm, moist air must collide with cooler, drier air. 
○ As a result, winds at different altitudes blow at different 

speeds and cause a column of air in the thunderstorm 
to spin. 

● Because the air pressure is low in the middle of the 
spinning column, air in the middle of the column rises. 

● When the funnel cloud touches the ground, it becomes a 
tornado.





tornadoes
● Can last anywhere from a few seconds to more than an 

hour. 
● More than 1,000 tornadoes occur in the United States each 

year, but they are not evenly distributed across the 
country. 

● Most tornadoes occur in the middle of continents. 
● In the United States, the area where most tornadoes 

happen is called “Tornado Alley.” 
● More tornadoes occur in the United States annually than in 

the rest of the world combined



Be able to answer this question after 
watching the video 

What is the reason Tornado Alley exists? 
Answer with a left side page.



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0yiZveJAEp4


http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kUFIU4D7LsA


http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MRykm-xjPsk




Tornado classifications
● Meteorologists collect tornado data, such as 

○ tornado’s path, 

○ Wind speeds, 

○ Duration

○ Temperatures. 

● Data is analyzed to help us 

○ identify areas at risk for tornado hazards

○ make predictions about when and where tornadoes might 
occur. 

● The Enhanced Fujita (foo•JEE•tuh) Scale, also known as the EF 
Scale, describes tornado damage.



Complete exploration 3 activities 
in the ebook

Including the evidence notebook 
question and the language 

smarts section



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q7X3fyId2U0


Mile Wide Tornado:   Oklahoma 
Disaster


